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Abstract—This study proposes a novel recommender system to provide the advertisements of context-aware services. Our proposed model is designed to apply a modified collaborative filtering (CF) algorithm with regard to the several dimensions for the personalization of mobile devices – location, time and the user’s needs type. In particular, we employ a classification rule to understand user’s needs type using a decision tree algorithm. In addition, we collect primary data from the mobile phone users and apply them to the proposed model to validate its effectiveness. Experimental results show that the proposed system makes more accurate and satisfactory advertisements than comparative systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

RECOMMENDER systems are now regarded as an essential marketing tool in the e-commerce environment, because many customers who use e-commerce suffer serious information overload. Recommender systems may filter and provide essential and useful information to customers in e-commerce. As the use of e-commerce tends to extend their business area to mobile or ubiquitous environments, the importance of the recommender systems is increasing.

Of the many kinds of recommender systems, context-aware advertising has been a driver of third-generation mobile operators’ marketing efforts over the past few years. Thus, many studies on location-based marketing or advertising have been proposed. However, these approaches have two common shortcomings. First, most of them just suggested theoretical architectures that are too abstract to apply to the real-world cases. Second, many of these approaches only consider the benefit to service providers rather than that to customers. To mitigate these limitations, this study proposes a new type of recommender systems that can be applied for recommending the advertisements of context-aware services to mobile users.

The proposed model in this study utilizes a collaborative filtering (CF) algorithm, but modifies the conventional CF algorithm using the multi-dimensional personalization model proposed by Schilke et al. [1] for enabling context-aware advertising to mobile users. Schilke et al. [1] proposed three dimensions, location, time, and interest, for personalization of mobile users. The location and time dimensions use information about the user’s position and time from mobile devices. The interest dimension considers user preferences to match relevant products or services.

We can easily capture information about location and time, because mobile devices always communicate with the base station of the service provider. However, the third dimension, interest, is rarely captured, because interests of users differ and are diverse. In this study, we automate the process to capture user needs or interests using data mining techniques.

In addition, we also modify the user-item matrix to reflect three dimensions for the multi-dimensional personalization model. CF generally works by building the user-item matrix; this represents the satisfaction levels of users for items. However, CF in this study should reflect other additional information, such as location, time, and user’s needs type in order to generate personalized recommendations for mobile users. Consequently, we propose a novel CF with a modified user-item matrix that makes recommendations for mobile users taking into account location, time and needs type. We obtain real-world data of mobile users and perform experiments to validate the usefulness of the proposed model.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the basic process of conventional collaborative filtering and the concept of user’s needs type. Section 3 proposes our recommendation model – Location-based Advertisement Recommender for Mobile Users (LARMU). Section 4 presents the explanation for the experimental design and results. In the final section, the conclusions of the study are presented.

II. PRIOR RESEARCH

A. Collaborative Filtering

A recommendation system can be described as an automated decision support system needed to provide personalized recommendations without going through a complicated search process. It utilizes user’s requirements and preferences to help their selection process of available products or services. There are two popular types of recommender systems: content-based and collaborative filtering.

The recommendation system with the content-based (CB) approach analyzes the items, content, and creates a profile representing a user’s interest in terms of items. Then, it reviews the content of items that are unknown to the user, and compares them against the user’s profile. It finally recommends results.
with the new items that are likely to satisfy the user’s preference [2]. CB has much strength but has an important limitation. CB may only be useful in a few domains, such as recommendation of news articles or web pages, because it is never easy to profile the items without human intelligence [3].

The CF method, however, mitigates the limitation of the CB approach by recommending items that other people with similar preference have liked [4]. First, a CF collects user ratings of items in question. Then, users are compared based on how similar their ratings are, and the CF system recommends the items favored by others who have similar preference.

The CF predicts the preference of an active user for a target item based on specific user preference. Generally, there are two types of CF approaches: memory-based and model-based. The former repeatedly searches the user-item matrix to choose peer groups for an active user. Then, a prediction result is computed by weighting the votes of users from the peer groups. The users in the peer groups are identified according to their similarity or nearness in preferences to the active user. The latter, the model-based CF approach, builds a user model from the database of rating history. Then, the predictions are performed utilizing the user model. This approach predicts the result in a shorter time compared to the former. However, it has a limitation in that it requires more time to search the dataset. In addition, it may be not suitable for situations in which user preference models must be updated rapidly or frequently [5]. Thus, we will focus on the memory-based CF algorithm in this study. There are two advantages. It does not require effort to characterize product items, and it can produce serendipitous recommendations, because it uses information on item content. Moreover, it is appropriate for environments that require recent recommendation results, because its database is updated continuously.

The recommendation process of the memory-based CF algorithm follows: The first step is the process of similarity calculation. Pearson correlation coefficient is used as a similarity measure between an active user and his/her neighbor.

The next step is neighbor selection. This step selects the n neighbors who have the highest similarity to the active user. The similarities calculated in the first step are used as a criterion for choosing nearest neighbors.

The thirst step predicts the active user’s unanswered rating from a combination of the ratings of selected neighbors.

B. User’s Needs Type

A need is something that is necessary for humans’ healthy life [http://www.wikipedia.org]. In general, needs are defined as requirements for something essential or desirable that is lacking. That is, needs are the most basic factors and the starting point of the generating process of behavioral outcomes. Therefore, understanding a user’s needs is quite important to satisfy the user. Prior research in the marketing context has identified numerous kinds of needs that influence the process of stimulating user behavior. However, we may classify them into two types: utilitarian and hedonic [6].

Utilitarian needs are explained as requirements for products that remove or avoid problems with life, while hedonic ones are requirements for products that provide social or aesthetic utility to users. For example, a user who participates in an online social network to obtain useful information for his/her life has utilitarian needs, but the user has hedonic needs when he/she uses it for a social relationship or amusement. Users are generally conscious of the needs stimulated by advertisements. Thus, advertisers can use utilitarian or hedonic appeals to stimulate users’ utilitarian or hedonic needs.

III. PROPOSED RECOMMENDER SYSTEM

In this study, we propose a new type of recommender system that can be applied to recommend the advertisements of location-based services to mobile users. For convenience, we call our recommender system LARMU (Location-based Advertisement Recommender for Mobile Users). LARMU is based on a collaborative filtering (CF) algorithm. In general, CF works by building a user-item matrix that represents the satisfaction levels of users for items. However, as explained in the previous section, CF in LARMU should reflect other additional information, location, time, and user’s needs type to generate personalized recommendations for mobile users. Consequently, we develop a novel user-item matrix for our proposed system. Fig. 1 shows the schema of LARMU’s user-item matrix.

A user-item matrix of conventional CF only contains information on user, item, and corresponding satisfaction level. However, our new scheme includes three additional dimensions – location, time and needs type as presented in Fig. 1. Here, we adopt ‘location’ as a higher dimension of items, because the items of our study are commercial spots located in a specific area (i.e. location). Thus, when implementing LARMU, the information on location may be used to filter items. In the case of ‘time’, we specify it into two factors – visiting day and visiting time. In general, the commercial spots that we visit may change according to the day of the visit (e.g. weekday or weekend) and the time frame of the visit (e.g. morning, lunch time, afternoon, or dinner time). Therefore, we design our recommender system to consider both the day and the time of the visit independently. In addition, we include...
needs type’ as one of the additional information that affects user’s satisfaction level. For needs type, we consider three cases – (1) the target user has hedonic needs, (2) the target user has utilitarian needs, and (3) the target user has both types of needs.

Fig. 2 represents the LARMU system architecture. The recommendation procedure of LARMU consists of three steps. The detailed explanation for each step is presented as follows:

In the first step, the information about the target user is input to LARMU. This includes the identification code of the target user, his or her location (visiting area), and current date and time. All of these can be easily obtained automatically. The user’s current need type is also required to generate recommendations using LARMU. However, it is very difficult and unrealistic to get the information on the user’s current needs type by a direct inquiry of the user. Thus, LARMU is designed to estimate the user’s needs type by using the information on the target user, and the background (location and time).

After collecting and estimating all the required information on the target user, LARMU searches for candidate items for recommendation. At this time, it filters items in the areas that are located in areas far from the target user’s current position. Thus, the system can reduce the search space dramatically; this results in reducing computation time.

After the first step, CF is performed to find similar neighbors to the target user, and to calculate the expected satisfaction level for the items that are outside the experience of the target user. In traditional CF, the similarity between the users is calculated using Pearson correlation of the satisfaction levels (ratings) between the users, as presented in Equation (1). Then, the expected satisfaction levels for the items of the target user are calculated by applying Equation (2). However, in LARMU, other additional information, such as day, time, and needs type should also be considered when calculating similarity and the expected satisfaction level. Thus, it adopted ‘weighted Pearson correlation’ when calculating similarity between users.

Therefore, the similarity between users can be improved by considering multi-dimensional factors, including day, time and needs type. Thus, more sophisticated recommendation results may be generated for mobile users.

In the last step, the optimal recommendation results produced by LARMU are provided to the target user. Then, the user will show the different types of responses. These are stored as a new source of data, and will be used to refine the next recommendation. The results can be transferred using SMS or MMS. If the system uses MMS, it may include more detailed information for the recommended places, such as a simple map, photos, bar codes for promotion, and long messages, although SMS can only send 80 alphabetical characters.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Design

We developed an experimental system that implements the core features of LARMU to validate its usefulness, applying it to real-world data. Although our proposed model is based on CF, we cannot use public datasets for CF, such as MovieLens or EachMovie, since we need additional information on location, time, and user’s needs type to generate recommendations. Therefore, we built a Web-based data collection system to gather appropriate empirical data from users. This data collection system contained the places for shopping, eating, drinking, enjoyment, and learning in five major commercial locations of Seoul, South Korea. The system contained the information on 275 places.

The data collection system was designed to collect data including the visiting day, visiting time, user’s needs type at the point of visit (the purpose of the visit), and the satisfaction level for these spots from mobile phone users. To simplify the input process, we discretize the candidate values of the input variables, as presented in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, we assign the numeric code in an interval scale to each candidate value of the most input variables (visiting time, needs type, and ratings). Consequently, it is possible to apply simple numeric operations for the inputted values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION OF THE INPUT VARIABLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dimension</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Commercial Zone (CZ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Visiting day (VD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visiting time (VT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>Needs type (NT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction level</td>
<td>Ratings (RT)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We collected the experimental data from April to May 2006. In the two months, we collected 9980 ratings from 265 respondents in three universities in Korea. We eliminated some cases that were inappropriate, and finally selected 200 respondents and their ratings for 175 items for the experimental dataset.

In addition, as explained in the previous section, LARMU is designed to estimate the user’s needs type by using the information of the target user, and the background (location and time). Thus, the algorithm to estimate the user’s needs type should also be developed before applying the experimental dataset to our model. We adopted a decision tree technique for this. Decision trees are generally known to be good for handling discrete independent variables. In addition, they are easily applied, since the trees can be interpreted as a set of the simple IF-THEN rules. Thus, we applied the CART (classification and regression tree) algorithm, a famous decision tree technique. Five variables were used as independent variables – (1) visiting day, (2) visiting time, (3) location (area), (4) the user’s gender, and (5) the type of the place (shopping mall, restaurant, etc.). The maximum depth of the tree was set to five. Fig. 3 presents the result of the tree. It has 14 leaf nodes that can be matched to 14 IF-THEN rules. 57% of the cases correctly predicted the needs type applying this prediction model.

We also developed two different versions of the proposed model, LARMU. The first version termed ‘LARMU-ANT’ is designed to use ‘actual needs type’ that was directly inputted by the user whereas the second version ‘LARMU-ENT’ uses ‘estimated needs type’. In the latter, the needs type is estimated using the decision tree in Fig. 4. Of these versions, the genuine proposed model is LARMU-ENT, since the needs type would be estimated rather than measured in practice.

**B. Experimental Results**

In this study, we set the average MAE (mean absolute error) as the criterion to evaluate the performance of the comparative models. MAE is frequently used in the CF literature, and represents the difference between the predicted and actual rating of users [8–10].

Table 2 shows overall results of the comparative models and our proposed model. Our proposed models, LARMU-ANT and LARMU-ENT, show the minimal average MAE among the comparative models. Thus, we may conclude that our model generates the most accurate prediction results in the recommendation for mobile users. We can also find that the comparative models that apply a filtering approach generally show unsatisfactory prediction accuracy. The reason of this phenomenon seems to be information loss due to filtering. We suspect that this may hinder the models from finding generalized patterns of various neighbors. Among the comparative models of VD, VT, ANT and ENT, the effect of actual needs type (ANT) is the most critical, and the one of visiting day (VD) is the least. From this, we can find that the consideration of the user’s needs type is very important to recommend the appropriate location-based advertisements, although measuring or estimating it is not easy.

When comparing LARMU-ANT and LARMU-ENT, we can find that LARMU-ANT is better than LARMU-ENT from the perspective of ‘prediction accuracy’. However, the gap between them is very small (about 0.0001). Thus, we may conclude that estimating needs type using decision trees has little impact on the effectiveness of the proposed recommender model.
V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we proposed a novel recommender system for recommending the advertisements of the location-based services. LARMU, our proposed system, is designed to apply modified CF with consideration of the several dimensions for the personalization of mobile phone users – location, time, and the user’s needs type (interest). To validate the effectiveness of the proposed model, we collected primary data from the mobile phone users, and applied them to the proposed model. Experimental results showed that LARMU outperforms the conventional CF algorithm, as well as other comparative models. Moreover, we also found that estimating the user’s needs type does not affect the prediction accuracy of LARMU significantly.

Fig. 4 presents the sample scenario of the real-world application of LARMU. As presented in these figures, our recommender system can be applied by mobile service operators as a new business model. It delivers the target advertisements for location-based services to the mobile users who have given permission to the operator. As we all know, most advertisements of local places are thrown away. Most coupons that are distributed on the streets are also wasted, since they are not personalized. Nonetheless, the size of the local advertising market is immense, because many local stores need to promote themselves. We believe that our recommender model will be a good solution to mitigate this social inefficiency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Situational variables to be considered</th>
<th>Mean of MAE</th>
<th>S.D. of MAE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SimAVG</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>0.9488</td>
<td>0.2755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ConvCF</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>0.9161</td>
<td>0.2747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>VD</td>
<td>Visiting day</td>
<td>0.9253</td>
<td>0.2730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>VT</td>
<td>Visiting time</td>
<td>0.9604</td>
<td>0.2614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ANT</td>
<td>Actual needs type</td>
<td>0.9240</td>
<td>0.2741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ENT</td>
<td>Estimated needs type</td>
<td>0.9289</td>
<td>0.2754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>LARMU-</td>
<td>Visiting day</td>
<td>0.9143</td>
<td>0.2747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>LARMU-</td>
<td>Visiting day</td>
<td>0.9144</td>
<td>0.2747</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the experimental models

Our study also has some limitations. First, the problem of data scarcity should be resolved. Although we collected data on the Web for about a month, the collected dataset had insufficient ratings. This may cause so-called ‘sparsity problem’, which means the problem of low-quality recommendations when the system has a few ratings of users, since the users’ patterns for measuring the similarity between users become unclear. Thus, the average MAE of our experiment is quite high compared to other CF-related studies that use a denser data set. So, in the future, it is required to add some ideas to lessen the sparsity problem in LARMU.

Second, we currently set the relative importance (i.e. importance weights) of each situational variable (visiting day, visiting time, and needs type) to the same value (1/3). That is, we assumed that these components are equally important. However, this is not reasonable, as we indicated the levels of the effectiveness of each variable differ. Thus, how to determine the optimal weights of the situational variables can be a good research topic for future study.

Finally, the usefulness of LARMU should be validated in practice. The validation process in our study is quite restricted, because our model is not validated in the real-world mobile situation, although the experimental validation is performed using the data collected from real-world users. Thus, we hope to have a chance to implement and validate LARMU practically with a real-world mobile service provider in the future.
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